Skava Commerce
PLATFORM WITH AGILITY AND ENTERPRISE POWER FOR INNOVATION AND GROWTH
Skava Commerce is the modern ecommerce platform offering enterprise
capabilities to satisfy complex B2B and B2C requirements with quick time to market.
To top it off, we are API-first, cloud-native, cloud-agnostic and global.
Skava Commerce is the last ecommerce platform you’ll ever need.

Introducing a new paradigm
in ecommerce architecture
Robust business tools
to get the job done
Empower your business users with robust tools to manage
different components of the platform. Some of our most
unique and popular microservices include:
CATALOG: empowers you to create and manage rich,
transaction-ready product content in multiple and
hierarchical catalogs.
PROMOTIONS: supports your most complex use
cases and an unlimited number of promotions with
a flexible rules-based approach.
PRICING: enables you to create and manage multiple
price lists, which can include its own currency and
individual price types.
FOUNDATION: gives you the ability to provision
your business with specific microservices and
store settings.

MERCHANDISING: makes it easy to create and
manage product taxonomy using static and rule-based
dynamic categories. Visually build your Product List
Pages, Product Detail Pages, category landing pages,
site navigation and other digital experiences.

Omnichannel all the time
Independently deployable and scalable, Skava’s
microservices help you engage shoppers through
any device or experience with relevant merchandising,
content and offers tailored to each touchpoint.

Headless commerce
With API endpoints for Skava’s microservices, you have the
freedom to choose a front end of your choice. While Skava
Commerce powers your ecommerce platform to give the
best omnichannel user experience, you can provide the best
customer experience to your customers with any front end.

Host it your way
Skava gives you the flexibility to deploy your application where it works best for your business.
Skava’s flexible deployment options include:
SKAVA ENTERPRISE: host it your way on a cloud provider of your choice or hosted and managed by Skava
SKAVA CLOUD: multi-tenant, hosted and managed by Skava

Skava Cloud and Skava Enterprise
Hosting Model
Hosting Solution

Skava Cloud

Skava Enterprise (Hosted
& managed by Skava)

Skava Enterprise
(Host it your way)

SaaS

SaaS

On Premise

Skava AWS Cloud

AWS/Azure

Your choice

Fast

Fast

Normal

99.99%

99.99%

Your choice

Access to future versions of Skava
Access to all Skava Microservices
Time to Market
Service Level Agreement (SLA)
Monitored by Skava for uptime and responsiveness

Your choice

Access to new APIs and Upgrades without downtime

Your choice

Best for deep customizations

Microservices
Product

Profile

Cart/Order

Foundational

Cross-Functional

Catalog
Search
Pricing
Merchandising
Inventory
Recommendations

Customers
Accounts
Authorization
Approval
Contracts

Cart
Address Validation
Orders
Shipping
Tax
Fulfillment
Payment
Subscription
Quote

Business Onboarding
Feed
Stores
Notification

Promotions
Loyalty
Lists
Store Locator

API response time
of less than 250 ms

800+ API Endpoints

FOR MORE INFORMATION
skavacommerce@skava.com | 877.554 .2176 | www.skava.com
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